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The topic combination of VB .NET and ADO.NET is unbeatable.  VB .NET is the most popular language in which to code.  And, every developer needs to understand ADO.NET to allow data to be accessed from a Web site.  In this book Developers will be shown numerouse code examples that will illustr4ate how to program database driven applications within the .NET Framework.  The book is aimed at both established and new VB Developers.  Important topics covered include: Visual Studio development environment, ASP.NET applications, Windows Forms application, using VB .NET with ADO.NET, complex queries, security, COM interop., and application deployment.      

About the Author
   

F. Scott Barker holds a bachelor of science in computer science and has worked as a developer in the database field for more than 16 years, first with Clipper, and then with Visual Basic,  SQL Server, and Microsoft Access for the past 10 years. Scott has already created and deployed a number of ASP.NET Web sites for his clients.

Working at Microsoft for two years, Scott was a member of the Microsoft Access and FoxPro teams. Since leaving, he has been a contractor with Microsoft developing in-house tools used throughout Microsoft. With his company, Applications Plus, Scott has also been doing contract development for many Fortune 500 companies, developing in ASP.NET, Visual Basic .NET, C#, Visual Basic/Access/Office, and SQL Server. 

Scott has trained for Application Developers Training Company and others all around the U.S. and is a frequent speaker at Microsoft conferences throughout the U.S., Canada, South Asia, and Europe. Through his classes and conferences, Scott has trained thousands of developers.

Scott is a writer for a number of development magazines and is the author of F. Scott Barker's Microsoft Access 2002 Power Programming, published by Sams, and Access 97 Power Programming, published by Que.
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Creating Interactive Fiction with Inform 7Course Technology PTR, 2010

	It was early 1977 and I was lost, deep in an underground cave system. I’d been exploring it for hours, sometimes walking upright but often crawling through tight passages, marveling at its vast caverns of intricate stone formations, and occasionally even stumbling across ancient bits of treasure: coins, some silver bars, a large and...
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Advanced Computer-Assisted Techniques in Drug Discovery (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry)John Wiley & Sons, 1994


	The main objective of this series is to offer a practice-oriented survey of techniques

	currently used in Medicinal Chemistry. Following the volumes on Hansch analysis

	and related approaches (Vol. 1) and multivariate analyses (Vol. 2), the present handbook

	focuses on some new, emerging techniques in drug discovery; emphasis is...
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OpenGL Programming Guide: The Official Guide to Learning OpenGL, Version 4.3 (8th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Includes Complete Coverage of the OpenGL® Shading Language!


	 


	Today’s OpenGL software interface enables programmers to produce extraordinarily high-quality computer-generated images and interactive applications using 2D and 3D objects,...
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Endocrine System (Your Body: How It Works)Chelsea House Publications, 2004

	As a critical part of human physiology, the endocrine system controls the chemical messengers that help our body function. Learn about how the endocrine system works with this great book.


	The human body is an incredibly complex and amazing structure. At best, it is a source of strength, beauty, and wonder. We can compare the...
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Audio Watermark: A Comprehensive Foundation Using MATLABSpringer, 2014

	This book illustrates the commonly used and novel approaches of audio watermarking for copyrights protection. The author examines the theoretical and practical step by step guide to the topic of data hiding in audio signal such as music, speech, broadcast. The book covers new techniques developed by the authors are fully explained and MATLAB...
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The Outlaws: A Presidential Agent NovelPutnam Adult, 2010

	The #1 New York Times-bestselling series returns-and the stakes have never been higher. 

	

	Charlie Castillo's secret unit has been disbanded-but that doesn't mean he's out of business. As experience has painfully shown him, there are many things the intelligence community can't do, won't do, or...
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